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ABSTRACT
The large-scale redshift-space distortion (RSD) in galaxy clustering can probe fσ8, a
combination of cosmic structure growth rate and matter fluctuation amplitude, which
can constrain dark energy models and test theories of gravity. While the RSD on
small scales (e.g. a few to tens of h−1Mpc) can further tighten the fσ8 constraints,
galaxy assembly bias, if not correctly modeled, may introduce systematic uncertainties.
Using a mock galaxy catalogue with built-in assembly bias, we perform a preliminary
study on how assembly bias may affect the fσ8 inference. We find good agreement on
scales down to 8–9h−1Mpc between a fσ8 metric from the redshift-space two-point
correlation function with the central-only mock catalogue and that with the shuffled
catalogue free of assembly bias, implying that fσ8 information can be extracted on
such scales even with assembly bias. We then apply the halo occupation distribution
(HOD) and three subhalo clustering and abundance matching (SCAM) models to
model the redshift-space clustering with the mock. Only the SCAM model based on
Vpeak (used to create the mock) can reproduce the fσ8 metric, and the other three
could not. However, the fσ8 metrics determined from central galaxies from all the
models are able to match the expected one down to 8h−1Mpc. Our results suggest
that halo models with no or an incorrect assembly bias prescription could still be used
to model the RSD down to scales of ∼ 8h−1Mpc to tighten the fσ8 constraint, with
a sample of central galaxies or with a flexible satellite occupation prescription.
Key words: galaxies: distances and redshifts – galaxies: haloes – galaxies: statistics
– cosmology: large-scale structure of Universe – cosmology: cosmological parameters
1 INTRODUCTION
Constraining the nature of the accelerated expansion of the
universe has become the major driver of ongoing and forth-
coming galaxy redshift surveys, such as the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey III/IV (SDSS III/IV; Dawson et al. 2013; Abol-
fathi et al. 2018), Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument
(DESI; DESI Collaboration et al. 2016), Wide Field Infrared
Survey Telescope (WFIRST; Spergel et al. 2015), and Eu-
clid (Laureijs et al. 2011). One promising probe is through
the motion of galaxies, which causes an additional redshift
component besides the cosmological redshifts from the uni-
form expansion of the universe, leaving a pattern of redshift-
space (Sargent & Turner 1977) distortions (RSD) in galaxy
clustering. Since the large-scale galaxy motion is sourced
by density fluctuation, RSD can probe the cosmic structure
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growth rate, more accurately, a combination of the growth
rate and the density fluctuation amplitude, denoted by fσ8.
Here f ≡ ∂ ln δ/∂ ln a is the linear growth rate, with δ the
linear density fluctuation amplitude and a the scale factor,
and σ8 is the r.m.s. matter density fluctuation on scales of
8h−1Mpc. The growth rate is determined by the way grav-
ity works, i.e. closely related to the equation of state and
evolution of dark energy and the theory of gravity.
Most of the constraints on the growth rate use large-
scale (above tens of Mpc) redshift-space galaxy clustering
(e.g. Blake et al. 2013; Alam et al. 2017; Ruggeri et al. 2019),
as it is relatively easy to model the RSD effect in linear
or mildly nonlinear regime. The uncertainties are generally
large, limiting the constraining power of RSD on models of
dark energy and gravity. The intermediate- and small-scale
redshift-space clustering has high statistical power, which, if
used, can in principle greatly tighten the constraints on the
linear growth rate to a precision at the level of a few per cent
(e.g. Reid et al. 2014; Dawson et al. 2016; Zhai et al. 2019).
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In this paper, we investigate a potential systematic effect
on fσ8 constraints when extending the RSD modelling into
intermediate and small scales, namely the galaxy assembly
bias effect. In modelling galaxy clustering, the halo model
(e.g. Cooray & Sheth 2002) is widely used to connect galaxy
distribution to the underlying dark matter distribution that
encodes cosmological information. The commonly adopted
frameworks of the galaxy-halo connection include the halo
occupation distribution (HOD; e.g. Berlind et al. 2003) and
the conditional luminosity function (CLF; e.g. Yang et al.
2003). One implicit assumption in such frameworks is that
the statistical properties of galaxies inside haloes only de-
pend on halo mass and not on other halo properties, such
as those related to the assembly history or environment of
haloes. However, it has been established that in addition to
halo mass the clustering of haloes has dependencies on halo
assembly properties (e.g. Gao et al. 2005; Gao & White 2007;
Xu & Zheng 2018; Mansfield & Kravtsov 2019), although the
nature of such halo assembly bias is still under investigation
(e.g. Dalal et al. 2008; Ramakrishnan et al. 2019). If in haloes
of fixed mass galaxy properties are affected by halo assembly,
we would have galaxy assembly bias, which would invalidate
the assumption of the mass-only dependence in the above
models of galaxy-halo connection. If galaxy assembly bias is
strong and not accounted for in modelling galaxy clustering,
it would lead to systematic effects in galaxy-halo connection
and in cosmological constraints (e.g. Zentner et al. 2014). It
is necessary to study how galaxy assembly bias affects the
use of the RSD effect to constrain the linear growth rate.
Our investigation is motivated by the work of McEwen
& Weinberg (2016), who study the assembly bias effect on
inferring the matter clustering from galaxy clustering and
weak lensing observation, using a mock galaxy catalogue
(Hearin & Watson 2013) with significant galaxy assembly
bias. They find that the standard HOD is able to sufficiently
model galaxy-galaxy and galaxy-matter two-point correla-
tion functions (2PCFs) into nonlinear regime, giving a good
description of galaxy-matter cross-correlation coefficient and
accurately recovering the matter clustering down to a scale
of ∼ 2h−1Mpc. In other words, an intrinsically incorrect
model that fits the data well can lead to the correct infer-
ence of the matter correlation function down to small scales.
In parallel to the McEwen & Weinberg (2016) study, we
investigate how well the HOD and other halo models work
in inferring the structure growth rate from the RSD effect
and down to what scales the redshift-space clustering mea-
surements can still be used to contribute to the constraints,
with the existence of galaxy assembly bias effect. On large
scales, the assembly bias is expected to have little effect on
the inference of fσ8. Conceptually, we can see this by con-
sidering the linear RSD regime and applying the Kaiser for-
mula (Kaiser 1987). The shape of the galaxy redshift-space
2PCF or power spectrum provides the constraint on f/b,
while the amplitude encodes the information of bσ8, where
b is the linear galaxy bias. In combination, a constraint on
fσ8 is obtained. Assembly bias would change the value of b,
thus each of the constraints on f/b and bσ8, but not their
combination (product), which is independent of b. However,
on intermediate and small scales, the situation is not clear,
which is what we intend to investigate.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we
present the mock galaxy catalogues and our general meth-
ods in the study. In section 3, we provide the results from
our analyses. Finally, in section 4, we give a summary and
discuss the implication for RSD measurements, as well as
potential routes for progress.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Mock galaxy catalogues
We base our study on a mock galaxy catalogue constructed
by Hearin & Watson (2013) (hereafter HW13) through pop-
ulating galaxies into the dark matter haloes and subhaloes
identified in the Bolshoi N-body simulation1 (Klypin et al.
2011). The simulation adopts a spatially-flat cosmological
model with Ωm=0.27, ΩΛ=0.73, Ωb=0.0469, ns = 0.95,
σ8=0.82, and H0 = 100h km s
−1Mpc−1 with h=0.7. It
simulates the evolution of the matter density field with
20483 dark matter particles in a cubic box of side length
250h−1Mpc, with particle mass 1.35×108 h−1M and force
resolution of 1.0h−1kpc (physical). Dark matter haloes are
identified with the rockstar halo finder (Behroozi et al.
2013a) and merger-sensitive parameters found with the as-
sistance of consistent trees (Behroozi et al. 2013b).
The HW13 mock galaxy catalogue is constructed with
the subhalo abundance matching (SHAM) method, through
performing abundance matching (with scatter) between
galaxy luminosity and Vpeak, where Vpeak is the highest max-
imum circular velocity (Vmax) of a dark matter halo/subhalo
during its assembly history. The halo Vpeak property has
been shown to be strongly correlated with galaxy stellar
mass (Reddick et al. 2013; Xu & Zheng 2019). Galaxies put
to the centres (places of lowest potential) of host haloes are
central galaxies, and those to subhaloes are satellites. The
halo assembly bias effect in terms of Vpeak is therefore inher-
ited by galaxy luminosity. While we focus our analyses using
galaxy samples defined by r-band luminosity, HW13 also as-
sign colours (g − r) to galaxies with an age-matching tech-
nique. The projected 2PCFs of HW13 mock galaxies with
various luminosity thresholds are found to reasonably repro-
duce those measured from the SDSS DR7 data. We study
three luminosity threshold samples with Mr − 5 log h < -
19, -20, and -21, which are named Mr19, Mr20, and Mr21,
respectively. The numbers of total (central) galaxies in the
three samples are 244,784 (181,593), 96,646 (74,242) and
17,268 (14,062), with corresponding number densities of
ng ∼ 1.6× 10−2, 6.2× 10−3 and 1.1× 10−3h3Mpc−3.
For comparison purpose, we also construct a control
mock catalogue to eliminate the large-scale galaxy assem-
bly bias, following Croton et al. (2007). In short, we di-
vide haloes into narrow mass bins of width 0.07 dex, and in
each bin we shuffle the galaxy contents (central and satel-
lite galaxies) among haloes, including those with no galaxies
above the luminosity thresholds. The satellite phase-space
coordinates with respect to the central galaxy are preserved
for each system. We note that the shuffled mock reserves
any assembly effect inside each individual halo and keeps
the one-halo term of the 2PCF. However, the construction
completely erases the assembly bias signal present in the
two-halo central-central term that encodes the cosmological
1 https://www.cosmosim.org
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information, which serves our purpose in this paper (see also
Zentner et al. 2014).
2.2 fσ8 estimator and measurements
To constrain fσ8 from the RSD effect, the ideal route is
to perform fitting or Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
analysis to the measurements of the redshift-space galaxy
clustering on all scales with a model (e.g. HOD). The model
should account for changes in cosmology (and theory of grav-
ity), which lead to changes in the halo population and halo
motion. Such a nontrivial task could be done by resorting to
efficient methods of galaxy clustering modelling (e.g. Zheng
& Guo 2016) or emulators (e.g. Wibking et al. 2019; Zhai
et al. 2019). While this should be developed to model ob-
servational data, it is beyond the scope of our investigation
presented here for the effect of assembly bias on the fσ8 in-
ference. We rely on a simulation with fixed cosmology, and
therefore we construct a quantity that is characterised by
and closely related to fσ8 and see how assembly bias affects
it, following the spirit in McEwen & Weinberg (2016).
Percival & White (2009) propose an estimator of fσ8
based on the redshift-space galaxy power spectrum in the
Kaiser regime. As our analyses are based on the redshift-
space 2PCFs, we follow the procedure in Percival & White
(2009) to construct the estimator in terms of the multipoles
of the redshift-space 2PCF. The three non-vanishing terms
of the linear redshift-space 2PCF multipoles read (Hamilton
1992)
ξ0 =
(
1 +
2
3
β +
1
5
β2
)
ξgg, (1)
ξ2 =
(
4
3
β +
4
7
β2
)(
ξgg − ξ¯gg
)
, (2)
ξ4 =
8
35
β2
(
ξgg +
5
2
ξ¯gg − 7
2
ξ¯gg
)
, (3)
where ξgg = ξgg(r) is the real-space galaxy 2PCF and ξ¯gg
and ξ¯gg are averages of ξgg weighted by r
3 and r5 (see Ap-
pendix A), respectively. If we denote the matter 2PCF as
ξmm, in the linear regime we have ξgg = b
2ξmm, where b is
the galaxy bias factor. We can write ξmm = σ
2
8ξ
′
mm. That is,
ξ′mm represents the shape of the matter 2PCF with σ8 set
to unity. We then reformulate the multipoles as
ξ˜0 ≡ ξ0
ξ′mm
=
(
1 +
2
3
β +
1
5
β2
)
(bσ8)
2, (4)
ξ˜2 ≡ ξ2
ξ′mm − ξ¯′mm
=
(
4
3
β +
4
7
β2
)
(bσ8)
2, (5)
ξ˜4 ≡ ξ4
ξ′mm + (5/2)ξ¯′mm − (7/2)ξ¯′mm
=
8
35
β2(bσ8)
2. (6)
Following the same reasoning as in Percival & White (2009),
we reach the following estimator of fσ8 with 2PCF multi-
poles,
f̂σ8
2
=
7
48
[
5
(
7ξ˜0 + ξ˜2
)
−
√
35
(
35ξ˜20 + 10ξ˜0ξ˜2 − 7ξ˜22
)1/2]
.
(7)
Compared to equation (29) in Percival & White (2009), the
above equation gives the configuration space counterpart of
their expression in Fourier space.
As discussed in Percival & White (2009), the estimator
shows dependence on scale and approaches to fσ8 only on
substantially large scales (e.g. k < 0.05hMpc−1). The devi-
ation reflects the fact that Kaiser formula is not accurate
towards smaller, quasi-linear scales, in particular, when the
Finger-of-God (FOG) effect (Jackson 1972; Tully & Fisher
1978) starts to dominates. The estimator can be improved
by introducing a FOG model (Percival & White 2009). In
configuration space, the FOG is confined to scales with small
projected pair separations, and to mitigate the effect we can
compute the multipoles by excluding the 2PCF measure-
ments within projected separation of 2h−1Mpc (see Ap-
pendix B for more details). As shown later, the f̂σ8 esti-
mator is not expected to be constant even in the weakly
nonlinear regime, where Kaiser formula is not accurate (e.g.
Reid & White 2011). Nevertheless, with the FOG mitigated
the f̂σ8 estimator characterises the (scale-dependent) shape
and amplitude of the RSD, which is determined by the ve-
locity field and thus encodes the information of the linear
growth rate fσ8. For a given galaxy sample, the constraints
on fσ8 can be inferred through fitting the f̂σ8 curve. In such
a sense, we can extend the estimator f̂σ8 to small scales (a
few Mpc) that probes the halo motion. Our investigation fo-
cus on studying how assembly bias affects the f̂σ8 curve and
whether the commonly used halo models are able to provide
a good description of the curve for fσ8 inference.
To compute the multipoles in equations (1)–(6) with a
mock galaxy catalogue, we first measure the redshift-space
2PCF as a function of s = |s| and µ = cos θ, with θ angle be-
tween the line connecting a galaxy pair and the line of sight.
It is done with the Peebles & Hauser (1974) estimator for the
periodic box, ξ(s, µ) = DD(s, µ)/RR(s, µ) − 1, where DD
and RR are the counts of data-data and random-random
pairs in each (s, µ) bin. The multipoles are then computed
as
ξl = (2l + 1)
∑
i
ξ(s, µi)Pl(µi)∆µi, l = 0, 2, 4, (8)
with Pl being the l-th Legendre polynomial. We use 20 µ
bins from 0 to 1 (∆µ = 0.05), and the pair separation is
divided into 27 equal logarithmic bins (∆ log s = 0.1 dex)
from log s = −1 to log s = 1.7 (with s in units of h−1Mpc).
We use the mass particles in the Bolshoi simulation to com-
pute the matter 2PCF ξ′mm and the volume average (ξ¯
′
mm)
in equations (4) and (5), and the method to compute the
latter can be found in Appendix A. As mentioned above,
to reduce the FOG effect, we also compute the multipoles
from computing the modified multipoles by excluding pairs
with transverse separations smaller than 2h−1Mpc, which
is detailed in Appendix B.
Finally, for modelling the clustering, we include the pro-
jected 2PCF wp. It is measured by calculating the 2PCF as
a function of the transverse and line-of-sight separations rp
and rpi, again using the Peebles & Hauser (1974) estima-
tor, ξ(rp, rpi) = DD(rp, rpi)/RR(rp, rpi) − 1. The transverse
separation rp is logarithmically binned in the same way as
s, from log rp = −1 to log rp = 1.7 with 27 equal logarith-
mic bins (∆ log rp = 0.1 dex). The line-of-sight separation
rpi is linearly binned over 0–40h
−1Mpc with bin width of
∆rpi = 2h
−1Mpc. The projected 2PCF wp(rp) is then the
integration of ξ(rp, rpi) along the rpi direction.
For 2PCF measurement of either ξ(s, µ) or ξ(rp, rpi),
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (0000)
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we choose each of the three principal axes of the simulation
box as the line-of-sight direction and take the average of the
three measurements as the measurement to be used.
2.3 Halo modelling
To study whether commonly used halo models are able to
describe the intermediate- and small-scale RSD to help in-
fer unbiased fσ8 for a galaxy population with assembly bias,
we perform halo modelling of the RSD measurements from
the HW13 mock catalogue. As the purpose of the investi-
gations is to see whether useful cosmological information
can be extracted even with models with no or incomplete
assembly bias effect, we are not particularly interested in
studying the model parameters and discussing how well the
galaxy-halo relation is reproduced, following the philosophy
in McEwen & Weinberg (2016). We consider two types of
models, the HOD model and the sub-halo clustering abun-
dance matching (SCAM; Guo et al. 2016). The modelling
results are used to produce the f̂σ8 curve to compare to the
one measured from the HW13 mock.
For the HOD model, we adopt the standard five-
parameter description (Zheng et al. 2005) for the mean oc-
cupation function of galaxies above a luminosity threshold.
The mean occupation function 〈Ncen(Mh)〉 for central galax-
ies is a step-like function with a characteristic mass Mmin
and a transition width σlogM , and that for satellites follows
a power law with an index α, amplitude parameter M ′1, and
a low-mass cutoff determined by M0, respectively,
〈Ncen(Mh)〉 = 1
2
[
1 + erf
(
logMh − logMmin
σlogM
)]
, (9)
〈Nsat(Mh)〉 = 〈Ncen(Mh)〉
(
Mh −M0
M ′1
)α
. (10)
Central galaxies are put at the halo centres and random
particles in haloes are assigned as satellites (see Guo et al.
2015a). As the redshift-space clustering is to be modelled, we
also include two additional parameters αc and αs to describe
the central and satellite velocity bias (Guo et al. 2015a).
That is, the central galaxies can move with respect to the
halo centres with a velocity dispersion of αc times that of the
dark matter inside haloes; the velocity dispersion of satellites
is αs times that of the dark matter inside haloes.
Like the SHAM method (Vale & Ostriker 2004; Conroy
et al. 2006), the SCAM model makes use of both host haloes
and subhaloes. It specifies the relationship between the mean
occupation number of galaxies and a certain halo/subhalo
property, and the parameters are constrained through fitting
both the 2PCFs and galaxy number density of a galaxy sam-
ple (Guo et al. 2016). In our study, we use three halo/subhalo
properties: Macc, for a subhalo it is the mass at the redshift
it ceased to be a distinct halo and for a distinct halo it is the
present mass at z = 0; Vacc, similar to Macc, but it is for the
maximum circular velocity; Vpeak, the peak of the maximum
circular velocity over the history of a halo/subhalo.
For each SCAM model, central and satellite galaxies oc-
cupy distinct haloes and subhaloes, respectively. The step-
like functional form similar to equation (9) (with halo mass
replaced by the corresponding halo/subhalo property) is
adopted to describe the central (satellite) mean occupation
function in terms of the distinct halo (subhalo) population.
There are two parameters for each mean occupation func-
tion, the characteristic quantity and transition width [the
counterparts of Mmin and σlogM in eq. (9)]. That is, we
have four parameters to describe the mean occupation func-
tions. The traditional SHAM method can be regarded as
a special case of the SCAM model. While SHAM assumes
that satellites populate subhaloes in the same way as cen-
tral galaxies populate distinct haloes, the SCAM model al-
lows central and satellite galaxies to be different in occu-
pying haloes/subhaloes, which is more flexible and likely
more physical. For more discussions regarding the SHAM
and SCAM models and their relative performance in mod-
elling the observational data, see Guo et al. (2016).
As with the HOD model, the two velocity bias param-
eters are also introduced in each SHAM model to model
redshift-space clustering. We note that Vpeak is the quan-
tity used in HW13 to construct the mock galaxy catalogue
through the SHAM method. So we expect that the Vpeak-
based SCAM modelling result would closely reproduce the
f̂σ8 curve from the HW13 mock. Among the four halo mod-
els, the HOD model does not account for any galaxy as-
sembly bias effect, while any of the SCAM models has as-
sembly bias built in through the halo assembly bias asso-
ciated with the chosen halo property. Since halo assembly
bias varies with halo properties (e.g. Gao & White 2007; Xu
& Zheng 2018), it is interesting to see how well the Macc-
and Vacc-based SCAM models work in reproducing the clus-
tering measurements from the Vpeak-based mock catalogue.
The halo models we consider here therefore cover the cases
ranging from zero assembly bias to various kinds of assembly
bias.
For the calculation of the galaxy 2PCFs, we adopt the
accurate and efficient simulation-based method in Zheng &
Guo (2016) using pre-compiled tables based on the Bolshoi
haloes, binned in each halo/subhalo property. It is equivalent
to populating haloes to create a mock catalogue for each set
of model parameters and using the clustering measurements
from the mock as the model prediction.
For each model, we apply the MCMC method to explore
the parameter space. The likelihood is evaluated by the value
of χ2 in the form of
χ2 = (ξ − ξ∗)TC−1(ξ − ξ∗) + (ng − n
∗
g)
2
σ2ng
, (11)
where ng is the galaxy number density with an uncertainty
σng (assumed to be 10% of the measured value), the data
vector ξ = [wp, ξ0, ξ2, ξ4] includes the projected 2PCF wp,
and the redshift-space multipoles ξ0, ξ2 and ξ4, and C is the
full error covariance matrix of the corresponding luminosity-
threshold sample of the SDSS DR7 galaxies computed with
the jackknife method. The quantity with (without) a super-
script ‘∗’ represents the one from the measurement (model).
The best-fitting parameters for each model are then em-
ployed to create mock galaxy catalogues with the Bolshoi
haloes/subhaloes. These mocks are then placed into redshift-
space to compute the multipole moments and f̂σ8, in the
same way as done with the original HW13 mock.
For the HOD mocks, the number of central galaxy in a
halo is either 0 or 1, drawn according to the probability in
equation (9), and the number of satellites is drawn from a
Poisson distribution with the mean given by equation (10).
Each central galaxy is put at the centre of the correspond-
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (0000)
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Figure 1. Redshift-space 2PCFs ξ(rp, rpi) for three luminosity-threshold mock galaxy samples. In each panel, the solid contours
correspond to the measurements from the HW13 mock, while the dashed ones are from the shuffled mock that removes the large-scale
assembly bias. The vertical band indicates the region excluded to reduce the FOG effect on the calculation of the redshift-space 2PCF
multipoles. See text for detail.
ing halo (defined as the average position of the potential
minimum; Behroozi et al. 2013a). Its line-of-sight (l.o.s.) ve-
locity vc with respect to that of the halo vh, vc−vh, is drawn
from a normal distribution with a standard deviation αcσv,
where σv is the one-dimensional (1D) velocity dispersion of
the particles in the halo. Each satellite galaxy is assigned
the position of a random particle in the halo, with its l.o.s.
velocity vs being that of the particle, vp, modified by the
satellite velocity bias factor, i.e. vs − vh = αs(vp − vh). The
SCAM mocks are similarly constructed but with the satel-
lites being associated with random subhaloes.
We note that the finite box size of the Bolshoi simu-
lation would have little effect on our results. As we show
later, the mocks to be compared are from the same simu-
lation. Also our models themselves are built on the same
simulation used to construct the mocks. That is, all our
models adopt the method in Zheng & Guo (2016) and use
the haloes/subhaloes in the Bolshoi simulation. The fluctu-
ation powers on scales larger than the box size are missing
in both the mocks and the models, or equivalently we study
a universe that lacks those large-scale fluctuation powers.
Therefore, it is legitimate to push the comparisons (e.g. on
f̂σ8) to substantially large scales (like tens of Mpc).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Galaxy clustering in the HW13 mock galaxy
catalogue and the assembly bias effect
As a starting point of studying the assembly bias effect on
the redshift-space clustering, we first compare the clustering
measurements with the HW13 mock catalogue (assembly
bias included) and those with the shuffled catalogue (large-
scale assembly bias removed).
Fig. 1 shows the comparison in the redshift-space 2PCF
ξ(rp, rpi) for the Mr19, Mr20, and Mr21 samples. By design,
the FOG parts of the original and shuffled samples are essen-
tially the same, with the tiny difference caused by random
motions of central galaxies close to each other (Zheng &
Guo 2016). On large scales, the contours of the 2PCF of the
shuffled sample appear to be more concentrated, being lower
in amplitude at a fixed separation. That is, for the samples
considered here, assembly bias leads to a more strongly clus-
tered galaxy sample and a higher galaxy bias factor.
The differences in the projected 2PCFs and redshift-
space 2PCF multipoles are shown in Fig. 2. In general, the
(absolute) values of wp and ξ0,2,4 on most scales increase
as the sample becomes more luminous. For each sample, on
large scales, the projected 2PCFs from the mock with assem-
bly bias show higher amplitudes, indicating a higher galaxy
bias factor. The higher bias factor also leads to higher (ab-
solute) values of the multipoles. In the cases of monopoles ξ0
and quadrupoles ξ2, the difference can be understood with
the Kaiser formula [e.g. equations (4) and (5)]. In the case
of hexdecapoles ξ4, the Kaiser formula predicts a value in-
dependent of galaxy bias [e.g. equation (6)]. In Fig. 2, we
see that this is approximately true only on scales above
∼ 20h−1Mpc, indicating that the Kaiser formula becomes
inaccurate below ∼ 20h−1Mpc.
In Fig. 3, we show the comparison between the f̂σ8
curves for the samples with assembly bias included and
removed. The black curves are computed using the whole
range of redshift-space 2PCFs. First, we notice that even on
the largest scales (∼ 45h−1Mpc) shown here, the value of
the estimator f̂σ8 lies below the expected fσ8 of the Bol-
shoi simulation (indicated by the thick dotted line). This is
a manifestation of the inaccuracy of Kaiser formula on such
scales, consistent with previous investigations (e.g. Reid &
White 2011). Given the construction of the estimator and
the application scales of the Kaiser formula, we do not ex-
pect the f̂σ8 curve on intermediate and small scales to have
the exact value of fσ8, either. For a given galaxy sample, it is
the whole f̂σ8 curve that encodes the fσ8 information, and
an RSD model that fits the curve would lead to constraints
of fσ8. Here we use the f̂σ8 curves to serve our purpose of
comparison to study the assembly bias effect. We find that
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (0000)
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Figure 2. Comparison of projected 2PCFs and redshift-space multipoles from the HW13 mock and the shuffled mock. Top-left:
Comparison of the projected 2PCFs wp(rp) for three luminosity-threshold samples. For clarity, projected 2PCFs of the Mr < −21 and
Mr < −19 sample have been shifted vertically up and down by 1 dex, respectively. The other three panels show the multipoles for the
three samples, and in each panel the monopole (ξ0) and hexadecapole (ξ4) curves have been shifted vertically for clarity. Jackknife errors
are shown as shaded regions for the quantities associated with the HW13 mock.
the solid and dashed black curves track each other well on
scales above 9h−1Mpc.2
It may suggest that the assembly bias effect would not
influence f̂σ8 down to 9h
−1Mpc. However, we note that
the f̂σ8 curve has a substantial contribution from the FOG
effect, which causes f̂σ8 to cross zero around 9h
−1Mpc.
Since the FOG comes from random motions of galaxies in-
side haloes, there is not much cosmological information to
extract. In fact, most of the cosmological information (like
fσ8) is encoded in the halo velocity field, which tracks the
matter velocity field and is determined by the structure
growth rate. It then makes sense to compare the f̂σ8 curves
2 We choose a difference of 5% as an approximate tolerance
threshold to define the scales. Note that the Mr21 sample is nois-
ier, as it has the lowest number of galaxies in the volume. The
scales we quote are mainly from the Mr19 and the M20 samples,
which also roughly applies to the Mr21 sample given the uncer-
tainty.
determined from central galaxies (blue solid and dashed
curves) whose motion is largely related to the halo veloc-
ity field. It is encouraging that the two curves closely track
each other down to ∼ 9h−1Mpc, which suggests that the
RSD on such scales can still be used to contribute to the
fσ8 constraints even with the existence of assembly bias ef-
fect as strong as in the HW13 mock.
In reality, it is not easy to construct a central-only
galaxy sample, and it is preferable to have the model sep-
arate the contributions of central and satellite galaxies. In
our exercise here, we can devise a way to mitigate the small-
scale FOG effect by excluding the 2PCF data measured at
small transverse separation rp and obtaining the multipoles
through combinations of the modified multipoles (see Ap-
pendix B for detail). In Fig. 4, we show the f̂σ8 curves
from the redshift-space 2PCF that excludes the part with
rp < 2h
−1Mpc. For the case of central galaxies only (blue
curves), the curves with assembly bias included/removed
track each other down to ∼ 9h−1Mpc, similar to the case
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Figure 3. Comparison of the curves of the linear growth rate estimator f̂σ8 computed from the HW13 mock and the shuffled mock,
for three luminosity-threshold samples. In each top panel, the curves with (without) points are calculated based on all galaxies (central
galaxies) in the sample, and solid (dashed) curves are for the HW13 (shuffled) mock. Jackknife errors are shown for the curves associated
with the HW13 mock. The horizontal dotted line marks the fσ8 value of the Bolshoi simulation that the mocks are based on. In each
bottom panel, the ratio of f̂σ8 computed from the shuffled mock and the HW13 mock from all galaxies and that from central galaxies
are shown. For clarity, jackknife errors are only plotted for the latter.
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Figure 4. Similar to Fig. 3, but with multipoles calculated from the truncated redshift-space 2PCF. The region with transverse pair
separation rp < 2h−1Mpc is excluded for calculating the multipoles, which mitigates the FOG effect. See text and Appendix B for
detail.
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Figure 5. Left: Reduced χ2 values for the best-fitting halo models of the three luminosity-threshold samples from the HW13 mock. The
values of χ2 are calculated according to Eq. 11, with the degrees of freedom being 42 for the HOD model and 43 for the SCAM model.
Right: Best-fitting number densities in comparison with those from the HW13 mock, the differences of which contribute to the χ2 values.
without the truncation in the data (blue curves in Fig. 3).
For the cases with all the galaxies (non-blue curves), the
smoothing caused by two-halo central-satellite galaxy pairs
helps to drive the matching scale down to ∼ 6h−1Mpc.
Overall the comparisons between the results with
the assembly bias included/removed suggest that the
intermediate-scale RSD data can contribute to tighten the
fσ8 constraints even with the existence of assembly bias.
With assembly bias as strong as in the HW13 catalogue,
the RSD measurements on scales as small as ∼ 9h−1Mpc
can be used for the above purpose, based on the comparison
with central galaxies. While the case with all galaxies indi-
cates even smaller scales, the information is likely entangled
by galaxy kinematics inside haloes. Since the f̂σ8 curve with
the truncated 2PCF is what we derive with the FOG effect
mitigated, in what follows, we will present the results based
on the truncated data and then use the central-only case to
guide the interpretation.
3.2 Halo modelling results
In this subsection, we present the halo modelling results,
including those from the HOD and the three SCAM models.
The values of χ2 [eq. (11)] per degrees of freedom (dof; 42
for the HOD model and 43 for each SCAM model) from
the best-fitting models and the best-fitting number densities
from the models are shown in Fig. 5. In general, the Vpeak
model achieves the lowest χ2, which is not surprising as the
HW13 mock is Vpeak-based, and the HOD and Vacc models
have reasonable values of χ2 (left panel). These three models
are able to reproduce the number densities for the Mr19
and Mr21 samples but predict slightly lower values for the
Mr20 sample (right panel). TheMacc model does not provide
good fits to the data (χ2/dof >∼ 2), and the predicted number
densities for the Mr19 and Mr20 samples are significantly
low in compensation for fitting the 2PCFs (see Guo et al.
2016 for a similar effect). We will continue discussing Fig. 5
in the subsections below.
3.2.1 HOD modelling results
The standard HOD framework describes the occupation
statistics of galaxies as a function of halo mass, not any
assembly properties. If the assembly bias of haloes is inher-
ited in any significant way by the galaxies, the HOD mod-
elling may give incorrect or biased inference on the galaxy-
halo connection and cosmology (e.g. Zentner et al. 2014).
McEwen & Weinberg (2016) find that the standard HOD
and an extended version that accounts for halo environ-
ment can both describe the galaxy-matter correlation well
enough to reproduce the matter correlation function beyond
∼ 2h−1Mpc, based on an estimator independent of galaxy
bias. It indicates that an extension to the HOD model to
include the assembly bias effect is not necessary for infer-
ring the matter correlation function from galaxy clustering
and galaxy lensing. Motivated by the results in § 3.1, here
we investigate whether the HOD model with no assembly
bias is sufficient to be used to constrain fσ8 with small- and
intermediate-scale RSD data. In the next subsection we will
discuss the results with the SCAM models, which are our
models with ‘environmental’ dependence and have certain
assembly bias effect built in.
With the HOD model, the best-fitting results to the pro-
jected 2PCFs and redshift-space 2PCF multipoles are shown
in Fig. 6. For the projected 2PCF, the HOD best-fitting re-
sults match those from the HW13 mock, especially for the
two most luminous samples. This is consistent with previous
results that the HW13 galaxy mock reasonably reproduces
the projected 2PCFs of the SDSS DR7 galaxies (Hearin &
Watson 2013) and that the HOD framework is also able to
model those well (e.g. Guo et al. 2015b, 2016). For each of
the three luminosity-threshold samples, the HOD model fits
the redshift-space multipoles on small scales, while it under
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 2, but comparing the 2PCFs and multipoles from the HW13 mock and those from the best-fitting HOD model.
predicts those on large scales. Interestingly the differences
between the HW13 2PCFs and the HOD fits are similar in
trend to those seen in the comparison between mocks with
assembly bias included and removed (see Fig. 2), a result not
unexpected. It seems that the HOD model is unable to suc-
cessfully interpret the redshift-space galaxy clustering am-
plified by the assembly bias effect in the HW13 construction.
However, we note that the values of χ2 from the best-fitting
HOD models are reasonable (see Fig. 5), 19.73, 30.21, and
49.48, for the three samples (with 42 degrees of freedom for
each sample), respectively, owing to the covariances of data
points on large scales (e.g. fig. 3 of Guo et al. 2016). The
number densities of the three samples are also reasonably
reproduced (right panel of Fig. 2).
In Fig. 7, we compare the f̂σ8 curve from the best-
fitting HOD model of each sample and that from the
HW13 mock, with the multipoles calculated from truncated
2PCFs. The HOD f̂σ8 curve only approaches the HW13 on
scales above 20h−1Mpc and deviates from it towards small
scales, with the difference reaching tens of per cent around
10h−1Mpc. That is, HOD modelling without accounting for
assembly bias fails to recover the expected f̂σ8 on scales
of ∼ 10h−1Mpc. The result seems to imply that the HOD
model could not enable us to use the RSD on such scales
to tighten fσ8 constraints. We will return to this discussion
after presenting the results with SCAM modelling.
3.2.2 SCAM modelling results
The SCAM models are based on halo/subhalo properties
with assembly effect encoded, and those models serve as
our halo models with assembly bias effect included to some
extent. Of the three SCAM models we consider, the one
based on the peak maximum circular velocity Vpeak should
fully capture the assembly bias effect in the HW13 mock,
given that the construction of the mock is based on Vpeak.
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Figure 7. Similar to Fig. 4, but comparing the f̂σ8 curves from the HW13 mock and those from the best-fitting HOD model. In each
bottom panel, the ratio of the two curves is shown, where the uncertainty in the ratio is calculated with the jackknife method.
For the model with maximum circular velocity Vacc at the
time of accretion, the assembly bias effect differs from the
Vpeak model. For the model with mass Macc at the time
of accretion, as it uses halo masses for distinct haloes, there
would be no two-halo assembly effect and its main difference
from the HOD model is the distribution of satellites inside
host haloes. The SCAM models considered here therefore
can cover a range of assembly bias effect.
In Fig. 8, we see that the Vpeak model nearly perfectly
reproduces the HW13 clustering measurements (see the low
χ2/dof in Fig. 5), as expected. The Vacc model fits the data
reasonably well, with χ2/dof near unity for the Mr19 and
Mr21 sample and about two for the Mr20 sample. The Macc
model is not able to provide a good match to the data,
with χ2/dof ∼ 2.5, 5, and 2, for the Mr19, Mr20, and Mr21
sample, respectively. It predicts much lower galaxy number
densities for the Mr19 and Mr20 samples (right panel of
Fig. 5), with a trend of progressively lower for samples of
higher satellite fractions. As mentioned before, compared to
the HOD model, the Macc model is different in the distribu-
tion of satellites, and thus it is the satellite occupation that
drives the Macc model to behave much worse than the HOD
model. The results with the Macc model is similar to those
found in fitting redshift-space clustering of SDSS DR7 galax-
ies (Guo et al. 2016). As in Guo et al. (2016), it is mainly
the quadrupole that is unable to be reproduced by the Macc
model. It indicates a difference in the velocity distributions
of the Macc subhaloes and DM particles (used in the HOD
model), and even the velocity bias is not able to correct the
difference and bring Macc and HOD models into agreement.
The Macc model twiddles between the fits to the 2PCFs
and number density to achieve the overall best fit, and the
lower best-fitting number density is a result of the compro-
mise. As a whole, for the SCAM models, the assembly bias in
quantities other than Vpeak could not fully capture the effect
encoded in Vpeak to reproduce the redshift-space clustering
measurements from the Vpeak-based mock.
The f̂σ8 curves from the best-fitting SCAM models are
compared in Fig. 9. Besides the perfect match with the Vpeak
model, the predictions from the Vacc and Macc model devi-
ate from the expected curve, and the deviation increases
towards small scales. The deviations depend on the sam-
ple, decreasing for more luminous samples. For example, at
8h−1Mpc, the fractional difference goes from ∼50, ∼30, to
∼25 per cent for the Mr19, Mr20, and Mr21 samples with
the Vacc model. We seem to reach a conclusion similar to the
HOD modelling case – if we do not know the halo property
that the galaxy assembly bias most closely ties to, we would
not be able to use RSD on scales below ∼ 20h−1Mpc to help
constrain fσ8. However, this may not be true, as we discuss
in the next subsection.
3.3 Further clues from centrals-only results and
SDSS DR7 measurements
The halo modelling results shown in the above subsections
seem to demonstrate that the assembly bias effect, if not
correctly accounted for, would only allow us to use RSD on
scales above 20h−1Mpc to constrain fσ8. However, there
are two considerations that may lead us to circumvent the
apparent results. First, although we avoid the FOG effect
in defining the f̂σ8 curve with modified multipoles from
truncated data, we still have contributions from satellites
(in the two-halo regime). Since the cosmological information
is in the halo velocity field, which is more directly probed
by central galaxies, it would be necessary to check the f̂σ8
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 6, but comparing the 2PCFs and multipoles from the HW13 mock and those from the best-fitting SCAM model.
curve from central galaxies to see whether the above appar-
ent conclusion still holds. Second, our analyses assume that
the galaxy assembly bias is as strong as that in the HW13
catalogue. We would like to see whether the assembly bias
in reality can be weaker, and further comparisons between
HW13 mock and SDSS data would be useful.
Fig. 10 compares the f̂σ8 curves from the best-fitting
HOD and SCAM models with that measured from the
HW13 mock, all computed using only central galaxies and
the truncated data. Interestingly the curves from best-fitting
halo models show agreement with the HW13 measurements
down to scales around 8h−1Mpc. Therefore, the halo models
considered here are able to describe the f̂σ8 curve probed
by central galaxies down to scales of 8h−1Mpc, and there
is hope to extract the fσ8 information with data on such
scales as it is encoded in the kinematics of distinct haloes
with central galaxies. As the key difference here from the
f̂σ8 results in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 is that the satellites
are removed, the disagreements seen in the Fig.s 7 and 9
are caused by the distribution of satellites. If in each halo
model we change the prescription for satellite occupation
distribution and add more flexibility to it, it is possible to
reach better fits to the measurements. As the growth rate in-
formation is in the central galaxies, the satellite occupation
distributions in the model serves as nuisance parameters to
be marginalised. Since in practice it is impossible to have a
pure and complete sample of central galaxies, a halo model
with flexible satellite prescriptions would probably be the
way to model the RSD on small scales and to single out the
central galaxy contribution to constrain fσ8. While the con-
straining power is better investigated with such a model, our
finding here based on the behaviour of f̂σ8 of central galax-
ies is encouraging, and a model with no assembly bias or
with assembly bias different from reality could still be used
to extract cosmological information from the RSD data on
small and intermediate scales.
The assembly bias in the HW13 mock comes from re-
lating galaxy luminosity to Vpeak, which has halo assembly
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Figure 9. Similar to Fig. 7, but comparing the f̂σ8 curves from the HW13 mock and those from the best-fitting SCAM models. In each
of the bottom panel, for clarity, only the uncertainty from the jackknife method for the Vpeak model is shown, and those for the other
models are similar in magnitude.
bias. Although the mock can reasonably reproduce the pro-
jected 2PCFs from the SDSS DR7 data, it does not nec-
essarily mean that the assembly bias in the real universe
is similar. We can test this by extending the comparison
between HW13 mock predictions and SDSS DR7 measure-
ments to other clustering statistics. In Fig. 11, in addition to
the projected 2PCFs, we compare the redshift-space 2PCF
multipoles measured from the HW13 and the shuffled mocks
and those from the SDSS DR7 data for the three luminosity-
threshold samples. For each sample, there are clear and sig-
nificant deviations of the HW13 and the shuffled measure-
ments from the SDSS DR7 results. For a quantitative as-
sessment, we compute the values of χ2 with the mock pre-
dicted and SDSS measured 2PCFs and obtain 163, 184, and
316 with the three HW13 mock samples and 158, 463, and
368 with the three shuffled samples, each with 36 degrees
of freedom. Although the HW13 mock can match the pro-
jected 2PCFs reasonably well, it does not lead to good fits
to the redshift-space clustering, implying that the assem-
bly bias encoded in the HW13 mock may not be realistic
(see Appendix C for the case with galaxy samples defined
by colours). The shuffled mock is no better at matching the
SDSS measurements, even showing a worse prediction for
the Mr20 and Mr21 samples. This seems to imply that the
redshift-space clustering is of no help to constrain assem-
bly bias. However, we note that the shuffled mock is not
completely free of assembly bias signal (as we keep the 1-
halo configuration of the HW13 mock). Guo et al. (2016)
demonstrates that the HOD model (free of assembly bias)
can well fit the SDSS redshift-space measurements, with a
better performance than the Vpeak SCAM model for the
Mr19 and Mr20 samples (see their fig.13). The success of
the HOD model in interpreting the redshift-space clustering
by no means rules out the presence of galaxy assembly bias
in the real data, but whatever form the assembly bias may
be it could be different from that in the Vpeak SCAM model
or the HW13 mock. For a potentially general form of galaxy
assembly bias, the constraining power of the redshift-space
clustering on it remains as a topic for further investigations.
For the luminosity-threshold samples, the galaxy assem-
bly bias in the HW13 mock comes from linking galaxy lumi-
nosity with halo/subhalo Vpeak. The correlation between the
two quantities may not be as strong as assumed in HW13.
It would be useful to examine such a correlation in galaxy
formation models, which is expected to depend on the im-
plementation of baryon processes.
Observational study of galaxy assembly bias would also
be useful and complementary. With observations, it is still
under investigations whether galaxy assembly bias exists or
how strong it is. For example, Lin et al. (2016) find no evi-
dence of galaxy assembly bias by studying the clustering of
early and late central galaxies with the host halo mass con-
trolled by galaxy lensing measurement. If galaxy assembly
bias is weak as indicated, it would make the halo models
(e.g. HOD) in an even better position to use the small-scale
RSD data to tighten constraints on fσ8.
4 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
The RSD effect has been used to learn about the cosmic
linear growth rate fσ8, which can help probe the nature
of the accelerated expansion of the universe by constrain-
ing parameters of dark energy or testing theories of grav-
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Figure 10. Similar to Fig. 9, comparing the f̂σ8 curves using only central galaxies from the HW13 mock and those from the best-fitting
HOD and SCAM models.
ity. Usually the fσ8 constraints come from RSD measure-
ments on large scales, where the model is relatively sim-
ple and we do no need to worry too much about galaxy
formation physics. Because of the high statistical power of
small- and intermediate-scale RSD, extending the RSD anal-
ysis towards small scales in principle can help tighten the
constraints on fσ8. However, galaxy assembly bias, if not
correctly modelled, may prevent us from using the small-
scale RSD data to extract cosmological information. In this
paper, using a mock galaxy catalogue with built-in assem-
bly bias, we perform a preliminary study on how assembly
bias may affect the inference of fσ8 and whether commonly
adopted halo models are able to bypass the assembly bias
effect for fσ8 constraints.
Our study is motivated by and to some extent in par-
allel to the investigation by McEwen & Weinberg (2016).
They find that commonly adopted halo models can suf-
ficiently describe the small-scale galaxy-matter correlation
coefficient and that one can infer the correct matter corre-
lation function down to scales of a few h−1Mpc with galaxy
clustering and weak lensing data even if assembly bias is
not correctly modelled. By extending the fσ8 estimator in
Percival & White (2009) to configuration space, we devise
an estimator f̂σ8 based on redshift-space multipoles to rep-
resent the fσ8 information on both small and large scales in
the RSD data. A comparison between f̂σ8 curves from the
catalogues with and without assembly bias shows that the
two curves overlap on scales down to 8–9h−1Mpc, implying
that even with assembly bias as strong as in the HW13 cat-
alogue we can still expect to extract fσ8 information from
such scales.
We then apply the HOD model (with no assembly
bias incorporated) and three SCAM model (based on Vpeak,
Vacc, and Macc, with various forms of assembly bias) to
fit the projected 2PCF and redshift-space multipoles from
the HW13 mock catalogue with assembly bias. By design,
the Vpeak SCAM model reproduces the measurements, as
the mock is constructed through the SHAM method using
Vpeak. The other three models, however, could not produce
good fits to the mock measurements, and the f̂σ8 curves
deviate substantially from the expected one on scales below
∼ 20h−1Mpc. This seems to indicate that without knowing
the origin of assembly bias in the galaxy sample, the halo
model would not help constrain fσ8 with the RSD data
on small scales. However, when turning to f̂σ8 curves deter-
mined from central galaxies, we find that all models are able
to match the curve from the HW13 mock down to 8h−1Mpc.
As the fσ8 information is encoded in the motion of haloes,
probed by that of the central galaxies, the result shows that
the intermediate-scale RSD data could still be used for con-
straining fσ8. The failure of the HOD and the Vacc/Macc
SCAM models in reproducing the mock measurements with
all galaxies lies in the insufficient description of the occupa-
tion of satellite galaxies.
Our results suggests that if we could properly identify
central galaxies in a galaxy sample, we could then utilise the
HOD or SCAM models to model the RSD down to scales of
∼ 8h−1Mpc without concerning that systematic errors are
introduced by not properly accounting for the galaxy assem-
bly bias. However, identifying central galaxies in a galaxy
sample (e.g. through identifying galaxy groups; Yang et al.
2005) is not straightforward and can hardly reach the level
of high purity and completeness desired for the application.
As central galaxies and satellite galaxies are separated in
the HOD or SCAM halo model, it would be desirable to
separate out central galaxies through the model instead of
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Figure 11. Similar to Fig. 2, but comparing the 2PCFs and multipoles from the HW13and the shuffled mocks and those from the SDSS
DR7 data.
constructing a sample of central galaxies. We see that even
though the satellite phase-space and occupation distribu-
tion may not be accurate, the model can still capture the
correct RSD signal from central galaxies, which contains the
cosmological information. To improve the model, it is neces-
sary to make the prescription for satellites more flexible so
that it can describe the small-scale FOG effect well enough
to remove the negative impact on accurately extracting the
clustering of central galaxies. The components that could be
modified in the HOD model include the scatter in the satel-
lite occupation number (e.g. Dvornik et al. 2018), the spatial
distribution of satellites inside haloes, and the velocity bias
of satellites (e.g. Guo et al. 2015a).
The effect of assembly bias on redshift-space clustering
was investigated before based on mock galaxy catalogues
from semi-analytic galaxy formation models and the shuf-
fled control samples (Zu et al. 2008; Padilla et al. 2019). For
the effect on cosmological constraints, both investigations
use the large-scale RSD, informed by β = f/b from the ratio
of monopole to real-space 2PCF and/or the quadrupole. As
point out in Padilla et al. (2019) and Xu & Zheng (2018),
assembly bias affects the large-scale spatial clustering and
velocity field of galaxies/haloes consistently, leading to lit-
tle effect on cosmological constraints in fσ8. Different from
those studies, we focus our investigation on the effect of as-
sembly bias on the intermediate- and small-scale RSD in the
hope that the fσ8 constraints could benefit from the high
statistical power of clustering measurements on such scales.
Our results in this paper are based on comparisons with
the HW13 mock catalogue, which introduces galaxy assem-
bly bias by associating galaxy properties with Vpeak. Galaxy
formation models may predict different forms and degrees
of assembly bias. It would be useful to carry out similar
analyses with mock catalogues from semi-analytic galaxy
formation models and hydrodynamic simulations to see how
sensitive our results are to different assembly bias signals.
Given that Vpeak and related quantities are found to cap-
ture a large extent of galaxy assembly bias in hydrodynamic
simulations (e.g. Chaves-Montero et al. 2016; Matthee et al.
2017; Xu & Zheng 2019), we speculate that our results would
not have a substantial change. In addition, the assembly bias
effect in real data may be weaker than that in the HW13 cat-
alogue (e.g. Lin et al. 2016; Guo et al. 2016), implying that
our results are likely conservative. Nevertheless, without a
full investigation using different galaxy formation models,
our results, especially the numbers (such as the minimum
scales), should be taken as a broad estimate.
McEwen & Weinberg (2016) conclude that the matter
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correlation function can be accurately recovered down to
scales of ∼ 4h−1Mpc even without an accurate assembly
bias model. Here our investigation indicates that it is pos-
sible to use the RSD down to scales of ∼ 8h−1Mpc to con-
strain fσ8 even if we lack the knowledge of galaxy assembly
bias. Although it is an encouraging message, our study is still
preliminary. First, we focus on a scale-dependent estimator
f̂σ8 as a convenient metric that encodes the fσ8 informa-
tion, not the fσ8 constraint itself from a full model. We could
not tell how the deviations from the expected fσ8 curve
translate to the systematic errors in the fσ8 constraints.
Second, our results are more qualitative than quantitative.
For example, the information contents in the RSD at vari-
ous scales for fσ8 constraints cannot be addressed with our
preliminary investigation, and we do not know the relative
contributions from different scales. Furthermore, it is not
clear how the cosmological information is degenerate with
the (central) galaxy velocity bias.
A further and thorough investigation as our future work
is to apply a full model of the RSD to the measurements
from mocks built with various forms and degrees of assembly
bias (besides that ingrained into HW13, with guidance from
semi-analytic and hydrodynamic galaxy formation models)
and study the constraints on fσ8. The full model can be
the HOD model or SCAM models (e.g. Guo et al. 2015b,
2016). The model should cover a reasonable range of cosmo-
logical parameters and growth rates (e.g. Reid et al. 2014;
DeRose et al. 2019). Given the complexity and the demand
of parameter exploration, a simulation-based method (e.g.
Zheng & Guo 2016) or an emulator (e.g. Wibking et al.
2019; Zhai et al. 2019) would be the ideal tool for the in-
vestigation. Such an investigation would enable us to quan-
tify the information content of the RSD at different scales
and the improvement in the fσ8 constraints with the small-
to intermediate-scale RSD measurements. It would also re-
veal any systematic bias in fσ8 constraints when the assem-
bly bias effect is not correctly accounted for and identify
the minimum scale for unbiased constraints. Meanwhile, we
need to continue the efforts of identifying and quantifying
the galaxy assembly bias effect in the observational data
(e.g. Lin et al. 2016) and in the galaxy formation model
(e.g. Chaves-Montero et al. 2016), which would help further
improve the halo model of galaxy clustering.
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APPENDIX A: MEASURING THE
VOLUME-AVERAGED 2PCFS
When deriving the counterpart of the fσ8 estimator in con-
figuration space [equation (7)], we encounter two terms not
present in the one from power spectrum (Percival & White
2009). They are ξ¯(r) and ξ¯(r), which are the weighted
volume-average of the real-space 2PCF ξ(r) (Hamilton
1992), with the weight being one and the square of the pair
separation, respectively. That is,
ξ¯(r) ≡ 3
r3
∫ r
0
ξ(r′)r′2dr′ (A1)
and
ξ¯(r) ≡ 5
r5
∫ r
0
ξ(r′)r′4dr′. (A2)
To obtain such average 2PCFs, one could measure ξ(r) and
compute the above two integrals. However, this would in-
volve the interpolation between the measurements of ξ(r)
at discrete pair separations. In this work, we directly mea-
sure the average 2PCFs by assigning each pair the cor-
rect weight. For example, with a periodic box, the volume-
averaged 2PCF ξ¯(r) can be measured through the Peebles
& Hauser (1974) estimator,
ξ¯(r) =
Nd(< r)
Nr(< r)
− 1, (A3)
where Nd(< r) [Nr(< r)] is the number of data-data
(random-random) pairs with separations smaller than r,
with each pair weighted by unity. The reason that this gives
the expected average can be seen by noting that theoreti-
cally
Nd(< r) =
∫ r
0
[
1 + ξ(r′)
]× 1
2
N × n× 4pir′2dr′ (A4)
and
Nr(< r) =
∫ r
0
1
2
N × n× 4pir′2dr′ = 1
2
N ×
(
n× 4
3
pir3
)
,
(A5)
with N and n being the total number and number density of
objects in the simulation box. Substituting equations (A4)
and (A5) to equation (A3), we obtain equation (A1). Sim-
ilarly, the average ξ¯(r) can be measured by assigning each
pair in equation (A3) the square of the pair separation, and
the derivation can be seen by multiplying r′2 in the inte-
grands of equations (A4) and (A5).
APPENDIX B: MULTIPOLES FROM
TRUNCATED REDSHIFT-SPACE 2PCFS
In the Kaiser regime (Kaiser 1987), the redshift-space 2PCF
ξ(s, µ) can be decomposed into contributions from three
multipole moments ξl(s) (l =0, 2, and 4),
ξ(s, µ) =
∑
l=0,2,4
ξl(s)Pl(µ), (B1)
where
ξl(s) = (2l + 1)
∫ 1
0
ξ(s, µ)Pl(µ)dµ (B2)
and Pl(µ) is the l-th order Legendre polynomial.
The fσ8 estimator proposed in this work is based on
such a decomposition (see Percival & White 2009). At small
transverse pair separations, the redshift-space 2PCF is af-
fected by the FOG effect. To reduce such an effect, we
can limit the calculation to large transverse separations
(rp > rp,cut) and compute the modified multipoles (Reid
et al. 2014; Mohammad et al. 2016),
ξˆl(s) = (2l + 1)
∫ µmax
0
ξ(s, µ)Pl(µ)dµ, (B3)
where µmax =
√
1− (rp,cut/s)2. Substituting the expression
of ξ(s, µ) in equation (B1) into equation (B3), we obtain
ξˆ = Rξ, (B4)
where ξˆ = (ξˆ0, ξˆ2, ξˆ4)
T , ξ = (ξ0, ξ2, ξ4)
T , and R is a 3×3
matrix with elements
Rij = (2i+ 1)
∫ µmax
0
Pi(µ)Pj(µ)dµ, i, j = 0, 2, 4. (B5)
Therefore with the modified multipoles computed from the
truncated redshift-space 2PCF, we can obtain the multipoles
through
ξ = R−1ξˆ. (B6)
APPENDIX C: COMPARISON OF
COLOUR-DEPENDENT REDSHIFT-SPACE
CLUSTERING MEASUREMENTS FROM THE
MOCK AND THE SDSS DATA
In this work, our analyses are focused only on the
luminosity-threshold samples of the HW13 galaxy mock.
Galaxy luminosity is assigned using the SHAM method,
which places more luminous galaxies into haloes/subhaloes
of higher Vpeak (with scatter). Therefore, halo assembly
bias encoded in Vpeak translates to galaxy assembly bias
in the luminosity-threshold sample. Although compared to
the SDSS DR7 measurements the mock reproduces the
luminosity-dependent projected 2PCF reasonably well, we
find that there are significant deviations in the redshift-space
2PCF multipoles, implying that the assembly bias present
in the HW13 mock is not realistic.
Assembly bias is also introduced in the HW13 mock
through galaxy colour g − r, which is assigned through the
age-matching algorithm. At a fixed luminosity bin, redder
colour is assigned to haloes/subhaloes with the higher ‘star-
vation’ redshift (see HW13 for more details). By construc-
tion, the distribution of galaxy colour at fixed luminosity bin
is matched to that of the SDSS galaxies. Here halo assem-
bly bias encoded in ‘starvation’ redshift translates to galaxy
assembly bias in colour.
In this appendix, we compare the colour-dependent
2PCFs of galaxies from the mock and from the SDSS DR7
measurements, with the division between the blue and red
galaxy samples following the line g − r = 0.21 − 0.03Mr.
The comparison is shown in Fig. C1. We see that for the
projected 2PCFs, there are already clear differences. For
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Figure C1. Similar to Fig. 2, but comparing the colour-dependent 2PCFs and multipoles from the HW13 mock and those from the
SDSS DR7 data.
red galaxies, on most scales, the projected 2PCFs from the
HW13 mock are slightly higher than the SDSS DR7 mea-
surements. For blue galaxies, those from the HW13 mock
are lower on scales of a few h−1Mpc and higher on scales of
a few tenth of h−1Mpc. The differences in the redshift-space
2PCF multipoles are also clear, with the general trend of an
overprediction (underprediction) of the HW13 mock for red
(blue) galaxy multipoles on scales of a few h−1Mpc. The
comparison shows that, like the luminosity-threshold sam-
ples, galaxy assembly bias in terms of galaxy colour in the
HW13 mock differs from that in the SDSS galaxies (if there
is any).
APPENDIX D: BEST-FITTING MODEL
PARAMETERS
In Tables D1 and D2, We list the HOD and SCAM pa-
rameters that bestfit the projected correlation function,
the redshift-space multipoles, and the number densities for
each of the three luminosity-threshold samples in the HW13
mock.
The HOD model has 7 parameters, the characteristic
halo mass scale Mmin and transition width σlogM for the
central galaxy occupation function, the low-mass cutoff M0,
amplitude M ′1, and slope α for the satellite occupation func-
tion, and the central and satellite velocity bias parameters
αc and αs. For each SCAM model, there are 6 parameters —
the counterparts of Mmin and σlogM , denoted as µcen and
σcen; those for satellite galaxies (in sub-haloes), µsat and
σsat; and the central and satellite velocity bias parameters
αc and αs. See more details in section 2.3.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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Table D1. Best-fitting HOD parameters.
Parameters Mr < −19 Mr < −20 Mr < −21
logMmin 11.41
+0.22
−0.02 12.08
+0.10
−0.08 13.00
+0.08
−0.06
σlogM 0.13
+0.45
−0.13 0.50
+0.11
−0.12 0.74
+0.06
−0.05
M0 11.60
+0.18
−0.20 11.95
+0.10
−0.24 11.23
+0.51
−0.98
M ′1 12.85
+0.02
−0.10 13.35
+0.69
−0.05 13.98
+0.05
−0.01
α 1.11+0.05−0.03 1.19
+0.46
−0.03 1.30
+0.05
−0.003
αc 0.44
+0.01
−0.14 0.30
+0.03
−0.02 0.22
+0.09
−0.01
αs 0.67
+0.03
−0.03 0.76
+0.01
−0.01 0.80
+0.01
−0.03
Table D2. Best-fitting SCAM parameters.
Parameters Mr < −19 Mr < −20 Mr < −21
Vacc µcen 2.06
+0.12
−0.01 2.34
+0.10
−0.01 2.52
+0.03
−0.01
σcen 0.07
+0.19
−0.07 0.23
+0.04
−0.11 0.21
+0.33
−0.01
µsat 2.05
+0.03
−0.01 2.25
+0.04
−0.01 2.46
+0.04
−0.02
σsat 0.01
+0.07
−0.01 0.01
+0.07
−0.01 0.13
+0.05
−0.04
αc 0.22
+0.05
−0.16 0.01
+0.16
−0.01 0.17
+0.01
−0.04
αs 0.88
+0.01
−0.07 1.00
+0.0005
−0.04 0.97
+0.02
−0.02
Macc µcen 12.93
+0.15
−0.74 12.88
+0.01
−0.16 12.82
+0.14
−0.01
σcen 1.34
+0.11
−0.62 1.04
+0.001
−0.11 0.56
+0.14
−0.002
µsat 12.12
+0.08
−0.16 12.31
+0.02
−0.06 12.53
+0.09
−0.01
σsat 0.03
+0.21
−0.02 0.03
+0.17
−0.03 0.04
+0.24
−0.01
αc 0.18
+0.18
−0.03 0.15
+0.01
−0.02 0.13
+0.04
−0.01
αs 0.77
+0.04
−0.03 0.87
+0.05
−0.01 1.02
+0.01
−0.03
Vpeak µcen 2.11
+0.03
−0.01 2.30
+0.001
−0.02 2.57
+0.03
−0.02
σcen 0.07
+0.06
−0.05 0.15
+0.002
−0.03 0.21
+0.04
−0.03
µsat 2.11
+0.05
−0.0003 2.29
+0.03
−0.02 2.61
+0.05
−0.09
σsat 0.03
+0.11
−0.005 0.10
+0.61
−0.05 0.25
+0.04
−0.11
αc 0.11
+0.10
−0.07 0.01
+0.10
−0.01 0.02
+0.16
−0.01
αs 0.99
+0.02
−0.03 1.03
+0.02
−0.01 1.00
+0.02
−0.07
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